Modal Logi and Attribute Value Stru tures
Patri k Bla kburn

Abstra t
This paper shows that there is a lose orresponden e between
propositional modal logi and the AV formalisms of omputational
linguisti s. A parti ularly important aspe t of this relationship is that
uni ation an be seen as testing for modal satis ability. The paper
onsiders three modal languages | L, LN and LKR | and for ea h
of them des ribes the orresponden e involved and proves results onerning ompleteness, de idability and expressive power.

This paper examines the relationship between various languages of modal
logi and an approa h to the spe i ation and pro essing of natural language
grammars urrently popular in omputational linguisti s. This approa h is
the use of Attribute Value formalisms, and the main aims of the paper are
to show that the most ommon Attribute Value formalisms are nothing but
languages of propositional modal logi , and to establish the basi logi al
theory of the languages on erned.
The rst se tion is an overview of the main ideas of the Attribute Value
approa h to grammar. We dis uss the on epts of attributes, values and
uni ation | rst in terms of Attribute Value Matri es, and then in terms of
ertain labeled de orated graphs | and from this dis ussion it emerges that
Attribute Value Stru tures are essentially a ertain type of Kripke model.
Thus Attribute Value Stru tures an be des ribed using propositional modal
logi ; the key assertion of this paper is that this is what omputational
linguists a tually do.
The demonstration begins in the se ond se tion. We note that Attribute
Value Matri es dire tly orrespond to w s of the language L, the simplest
modal language for talking about Attribute Value Stru tures. We then
sket h some of the basi logi al properties of L, and outline the te hnique
for establishing de idability that will be used throughout the paper.
In the third se tion we onsider the lingua fran a of Attribute Value
formalisms: Attribute Value Matri es augmented by `boxlabels'. These turn
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out to amount to w s in the modal language LN , whi h is L augmented by
nominals. Some results on erning LN are noted.
In the fourth se tion we onsider the interfa e language of the PATR-II
system, and show how the modal language LKR an be abstra ted from it.
In fa t LKR | the language of Kasper Rounds logi | has been onsidered
before in the Attribute Value literature. Intriguingly, however, it's passed
largely unremarked that it really is a modal language (and a very beautiful
one at that), and its logi al theory has hardly been explored. This se tion
to some extent re ti es the omission.
We lose the paper with some brief remarks on erning further work.

1

Attribute Value Stru tures

During the mid 1970s a number of theories of generative grammar were developed that broke with the dominant Chomskyan paradigm. At around
the same time, omputational linguists began to seek more prin ipled ways
of representing and pro essing linguisti information. These two resear h
urrents ame to exert onsiderable mutual in uen e, and something like
a onsensus began to emerge. The onsensus was this: Attribute Value

Stru tures are a valuable way of representing linguisti information, and the
uni ation of su h stru tures is a fundamental part of the parsing pro ess.

Insofar as urrent omputational linguisti s has stable orthodoxies, something along these lines ranks as one.
So what are Attribute Value Stru tures, or Feature Value Stru tures as
they are sometimes alled? One of the most ommon ways of thinking about
them is in terms of Attribute Value Matri es (AVMs). The omputational
linguist working with some linguisti theory is thought to have at his or
her disposal a olle tion of atomi entities (or onstants) and a olle tion of
attributes (or features). The hoi e of atomi entities and attributes varies
widely from theory to theory, but typi al of the atomi entities a synta tiian might use are 3rd, 2nd, 1st, singular, plural and nominative, and the
same person might employ a olle tion of attributes that in luded person,
number, tense,
ase, and agreement. Using these entities the omputational linguist builds up AVMs as follows. First, any atomi entity taken
alone is an AVM. Su h AVMs are alled atomi AVMs, and there are no
other atomi AVMs than these. For example, the simple spe i ation 1st is
an atomi AVM. Se ond, any attribute and any atomi AVM an be en losed
in that order between square bra kets and the result is another AVM. We
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say that the onstituent attribute has the value (or takes the value) of the
atomi entity on erned in the new AVM. For example, we an ombine the
attribute person with the atomi AVM 1st to form the AVM [person 1st℄,
and in this AVM we say that the attribute person takes the value 1st.
Third, any attribute and any AVM an be en losed in that order between
square bra kets, and the result is another AVM. In short, attributes an take
omplex values. For example, [agreement [number plural℄℄ is an AVM
where the attribute agreement takes the omplex value [number plural℄.
Finally, given a nite olle tion of non-atomi AVMs, a new AVM may be
formed by en losing the olle tion in square bra kets, and then erasing the
outermost bra kets of the en losed AVMs. For example, from the AVMs
[agreement [person1st℄℄ and [ ase nominative℄ we an form the AVM
"

[person 1st℄

agreement

#

nominative

ase

As this example shows, when this last rule of ombination is used the onvention is to list the ombined AVMs verti ally rather than horizontally.
Note that this last mode of ombination is restri ted to non-atomi AVMs.
For example, we annot sta k 3rd on top of plural to form a new AVM (to do
so would be to fall foul of what omputational linguists all the ` onstantonstant lash'), nor an we sta k plural on top of [ ase nom℄ (here we'd
be falling prey to a ` onstant- ompound lash'). We'll meet these restri tions again shortly in a new guise, however more immediately pressing is the
fa t that there is an interesting restri tion on this last mode of ombination
that hasn't yet been stated. It is this: if any two distin t elements in the
olle tion are pairs whose rst omponent is the same attribute, we annot
form a new AVM out of the olle tion. For example, from [person 1st℄ and
[person 2nd℄ we annot form
"

person
person

1st
2nd

#

These four rules are the only way to build AVMs, thus AVMs are a
fairly simple kind of indu tively de ned stru ture. But what is the intuition
underlying them? Essentially it's that of partial fun tional dependen y between attributes and possibly omplex values. It is this interpretation that
motivates the interesting restri tion on the fourth onstru tion rule: the restri tion is essentially a fun tionality requirement. Moreover it is pre isely
this notion of apturing partial fun tional dependen ies between attributes
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and values that makes AVMs (and their various ousins) so attra tive to
grammar writers: the whole business of writing grammars for natural languages an be onstrued in these terms, and it turns out that this onstrual
an yield perspi uous analyses.
Now that we know what AVMs are, and something of the intuitions
they attempt to apture, we must onsider how they are used. The key onept here is uni ation. Unifying two AVMs means forming another AVM
that ombines all the information about partial fun tional dependen ies embodied in the two onstituents. For example, writing t for the uni ation
pro ess, we have that:
[agr [num plural℄℄ t

"

agr
ase

[per 1st℄

#

"

2

6
=
4
nominative

agr
ase

plural
per
1st
nominative
num

# 3
7
5

There is a lear sense in whi h the AVM on the right hand side embodies all
the information in the two onstituent stru tures; it is the result of unifying
these stru tures. Note that it is not always possible to unify two AVMs,
as the information they embody may be in ompatible. In e e t we have
already seen a simple example of this: we annot unify [person 2nd℄ and
[person 1st℄, for there is no AVM that embodies these ( on i ting) laims.
Uni ation is another reason why many omputational linguists nd Attribute Value approa hes to grammar so attra tive: parsing su h a grammar
essentially boils down to uni ation. This gives a very natural pi ture of
what the business of natural language parsing is all about | it is `the oherent merging of underspe i ed information' | a pi ture that be omes
positively addi tive when attempts are made to move beyond the realms of
pure syntax and integrate semanti , morphologi al and phonologi al information.
Now the dis ussion of AVMs has revealed some of the reasons why thinking in terms of attributes, values and uni ation is so popular in omputational linguisti s, but it hasn't expli itly brought out two key ideas about
Attribute Value Stru tures that most omputational linguists share: that
Attribute Value Stru tures are ertain kinds of de orated labeled graphs, and
that uni ation is the partial operation of oherently merging these stru tures. Let's onsider some simple examples whi h show how AVMs give rise
to su h graphs, and what uni ation means in graphi al terms.
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The rst graph, onsisting of a single node de orated with the atomi
information 1st, orresponds to the atomi AVM 1st. More generally, atomi
AVMs orrespond to de orations of nodes, and in parti ular to de orations
of terminal nodes. The se ond graph orresponds to the AVM [person 1st℄.
Note that the atomi AVM 1st de orates a terminal node. Moreover note
that the attribute person labels a transition. Again this is perfe tly general:
attributes orrespond to transition labels. Next onsider the third graph.
This orresponds to the AVM [agreement [person 1st℄℄. Note that on e
more attributes orrespond to transition labels, and further note that omplex values (here [person 1st℄) orrespond to generated subgraphs. Next
onsider the fourth graph. This orresponds to the AVM
"

agreement
ase

[number plural℄

#

nominative

As this example indi ates, AVMs built using the fourth rule of AVM onstru tion orrespond to multiple bran hing nodes, with ea h attribute orresponding to a di erent bran h label. Finally, the fth graph is the result
of unifying the third and fourth graph; learly it's the natural merger of its
two onstituents.
For reasons that will shortly be lear, it is this idea of thinking about
attributes and values in terms of labeled de orated graphs that has ome
to be seen as fundamental, and a number of de nitions of Attribute Value
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Stru ture have been given that attempt to pin it down. I'm now going to
present my own de nition. It's a parti ularly simple one, and as we shall
see it has other virtues.
Let L and A be non-empty sets. We think of these as the set of labels and
the set of atomi information respe tively, and in what follows we assume
that both L and A are either nite or ountably in nite. An Attribute Value
Stru ture (AVS) of signature hL; Ai is a triple hN; fRl gl ; fQ g i, where
N is a non-empty set alled the set of nodes; for all l 2 L, Rl is a binary
relation on N that is a partial fun tion; and for all 2 A, Q is unary
relation on N .
This is the on ept of Attribute Value Stru ture we will work with
throughout the paper. Let's onsider a on rete example. Suppose while
working with some linguisti theory we spe ify a signature hL; Ai where L
in ludes su h items as person, number, ase, agreement and so on, and
A in ludes su h items as 3rd, 2nd, 1st, plural and nominative. Then any
graph whose de orated nodes are all de orated by items drawn from A, and
whose transitions are all uniquely labeled by items drawn from L, with no
two distin t transitions from the same node labeled the same way, is an AVS
of su h a signature. The ve graphs given earlier are examples of su h AVSs.
The de nition subsumes the better known de nitions of Attribute Value
Stru tures found in the literature, and in parti ular those of Gazdar et al
[10℄ [9℄, Johnson [12℄, and Kasper and Rounds [14℄. Moreover it's not too
liberal. There are only two reasonably ommon further restri tions on the
binary relations that it does not impose. The rst of these is a y li ity,
whi h means that it is never possible to return to a node n by following
some sequen e of Rl transitions from n. The se ond is that AVSs must be
point generated. That is, there is always some starting node n0 2 N su h
that every distin t node n 2 N is rea hable via some sequen e of transitions
from n0 . Now both the lasses of a y li AVSs and point generated AVSs
are of interest in their own right, and they'll both rop up in the work that
follows, but neither the on ept of a y li ity nor that of point generation
seems to intrinsi ally belong to the notion of partial fun tional dependen ies
between attributes and values | at most they seem to be optional extras
| and so we follow what seems to be the prevailing trend and don't insist
upon them.
There are also three onstraints omputational linguists ommonly pla e
on node de oration whi h my de nition ignores. The onstraints are these.
First, for all n 2 N and all ; 2 A, if n 2 Q and 6= then n 62 Q .
That is, no node an be de orated with distin t pie es of atomi information;
2L
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2A

` onstant- onstant lashes' are forbidden. Se ond, for all n 2 N , n is in Q
for some 2 A i n is a terminal node. In short, this is the graphi al
analog of the edi t forbidding ` onstant- ompound lashes'. Third, for all
n; n 2 N , if n 2 Q and n 2 Q then n = n .
The main reason for ignoring these demands is that by doing so we
a ommodate a generalisation that is beginning to emerge in omputational
linguisti s, namely the use of sorts[19℄. Sorts are essentially pie es of atomi
information that need not obey these three restri tions. It seems sensible
to de ne basi notions in a manner that overs su h natural generalisations,
and this my de nition does. Nonetheless, be ause the three restri tions
listed above are still quite ommon, we shall pay parti ular attention to
them in what follows, and I will all any AVS satisfying them a naive AVS.
Note that the ve graphs given earlier are all naive AVSs.
Having de ned AVSs, it might seem natural to immediately de ne the
uni ation of su h stru tures. In fa t I'm not going to do this at all. Following re ent pra ti e we are (eventually) going to onsider uni ation not as a
partial operation on AVSs, but as a partial operation on AVS des riptions.
A short histori al interlude is needed to motivate this.
Up until this point in the essay we've treated AVMs and AVSs as if they
were pretty mu h the same thing. We've seen that AVMs give rise to graphs
| indeed that ea h AVM an simply be regarded as a graph | and that
AVSs are just the natural generalisation of this lass of graphs. In short, I've
impli itly treated the relationship between the two kinds of stru ture as if it
were that of identity. I've presented the relationship in this way be ause it
re e ts a histori al fa t: working omputational linguists did tend to view
matters thus. However in the 1980s this view led to diÆ ulties.
The problems were rst observed when omputational linguists began
extending AVM style formalisms.1 One extension was to write AVMs expressing disjun tive partial dependen ies. The following AVM is a typi al
example:
0

0

"

number
ase

0

plural
fnominative, genitive, a usativeg

#

In this AVM the attribute ase takes one of the values nominative, genitive,
or a usative, but it's not spe i ed whi h. Another extension was to state
negative partial dependen ies:
1

The following examples are taken from [13℄.
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"

#

plural
ase
[ dative℄
In this AVM it's spe i ed that ase does not take the value dative. Now,
number

it's ertainly natural to demand full Boolean expressivity, and arguably it's
linguisti ally useful to do so | but even this relatively modest demand led
to on eptual diÆ ulties: the `AVMs are graphs' intuition no longer seemed
tenable. The point is this. Computational linguists tend to think in very
on rete terms about AVMs and AVSs. An AVM simply is a graph, a graph
that an be manipulated by a parser. (And of ourse, given what is going on
in the omputer, this an be a very helpful intuition.) But now onsider what
happens in the extended formalisms. The on rete graphs simply vanish. If
negated AVMs are some sort of graph, then presumably they are a `negated
graph'. But what is a `negated graph'? And what is a `disjun tive graph'?
Whatever they might be they're ertainly not the stu of robust intuitions.
In short, natural demands of expressivity led to on eptual diÆ ulties.
The solution to these problems was to draw a distin tion that is a sto kin-trade of logi : it was to regard AVMs (and kindred formalisms) as languages for talking about labeled de orated graphs, not as the graphs themselves. That is, AVMs ame to be regarded as synta ti entities, with AVSs
supplying their interpretation: the relation of identity gave way to that of
satis ability. Note how the on eptual diÆ ulties dissolve on e this distin tion is drawn: no longer does one have to think about a negative AVM as
being some kind of bizarre `negative graph': it's simply a way of denoting all
those de orated graphs on whi h the ondition in question does not obtain.2
This insight rapidly led to a stream of papers on the semanti s of uni ation grammar formalisms and asso iated logi al matters. New languages
for talking about AVSs were devised, and attempts were made to nd appropriate rst order languages of AVSs. This paper belongs to that tradition.
What makes it rather unusual is that it laims a privileged role for modal
languages.
Note that AVSs as I have de ned them are Kripke models. Consider
the de nition. If hN; fRl gl ; fQ g i is an AVS then the rst two omponents hN; fRl gl i are an L indexed multiframe, while fQ g supplies
the interpretation of propositional variables. In short, a modal language
2L

2A

2A

2L

2
Pereira and Shieber [18℄ seem to have been the rst to note the usefulness of this
distin tion in the study of uni ation formalisms. The later work of Kasper and Rounds
[14℄ was also very in uential.
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with a L indexed olle tion of modalities and an A indexed olle tion of
propositional variables is a suitable language for des ribing AVSs. Now
this is a very trivial laim: of ourse modal languages an des ribe Kripke
stru tures! Moreover it seems a rather dull laim to make: there's a huge
hoi e of languages with whi h we an des ribe these AVSs | rst order
languages, se ond order languages, in nitary languages | so why all the
fuss about nding yet another? The interest rises from the following observation: Unbeknownst to themselves, omputational linguists have been using

propositional modal logi all along. Whether they work with ordinary AVMs,
AVMs augmented with boxlabels, or with the path equations of PATR-II, they
have been des ribing linguisti stru ture in modal languages, and their uniation algorithms are essentially modal satisfa tion algorithms. The rest

of the paper is devoted to justifying this laim and exploring the various
languages on erned.

2

Modal logi

The language L of signature hL; Ai has the following alphabet. First, it ontains some A indexed set of symbols. These symbols are alled propositional
variables, though we sometimes all them pie es of atomi information, or
something similar. In stating some de nitions and theorems it an be useful
to write propositional variables with their subs ripts expli itly displayed,
and when doing this we use the notation p , where 2 A. However whenever possible we suppress the subs ripts, and when we do this we typi ally
represent our propositional variables by p, q, and r. Se ond, we have at
our disposal some L indexed set of modal operators; this set is assumed to
be disjoint from the set of propositional variables. We typi ally write the
elements of L as f , g, h and so on, thus our modal operators usually look
like hf i, hgi, hhi et . Finally we have at our disposal some truth fun tionally
adequate olle tion of Boolean onne tives (in what follows we hoose : and
^), and the pun tuation symbols ) and (.
We build the well formed formulas (w s) or senten es of L out of this
sto k of symbols as follows. First, all propositional variables are w s. Se ond, if  and are w s then so are (:) and ( ^ ). Third, if hf i is a
modality and  is a w then (hf i) is a w . Finally, nothing is a w unless
it an be onstru ted using only the previous three rules. When writing
w s we make free use of standard logi al onventions. In parti ular, for all
l 2 L we use the notation [l℄ for :hli:; we de ne _, !, $, ? and > in
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the usual manner; and we drop bra kets in a ordan e with the standard
onventions.
As has already been noted, AVSs are simply Kripke models. Suppose we
have xed some signature hL; Ai. Let M = hN; fRl gl ; fQ g i be any
AVS of this signature. Then we an interpret the language L (of the same
signature) on M in the usual manner:
2L

2A

M j= p [n℄ i n 2 Q ; for all 2 A
M j= :[n℄ i M 6j= [n℄
M j=  ^ [n℄ i M j= [n℄ & M j= [n℄
M j= hli[n℄ i 9n (nRl n & M j= [n ℄); for all l 2 L
If M j= [n℄ then we say that  is true in the model M at n, or that M
satis es  at n. If N = hN; fRl gl i is a multiframe then an L model based
on N is any AVS hN; fRl gl ; fQ g i. We say that a w  is valid on a
multiframe N i for all n 2 N and all models M based on N, M j= [n℄.
0

0

0

2L

2L

2A

Let's now onsider some on rete examples of the relationship between
AVMs and w s of L. In what follows we'll work in a language of signatures
hL; Ai where L ontains su h items as person, agreement, ase, and
number, and A ontains su h items as 1st, plural, nominative, dative and
genitive. One notational onvention will aid perspi uity: we'll represent the
propositional variables by their subs ripts. For example, instead of writing
pnominative and pdative we'll write nominative and dative respe tively.
Unsurprisingly, the atomi AVM 1st orresponds to the propositional
variable 1st. The AVM [person 1st℄ orresponds to the w hpersoni1st.
The AVM [agreement [person 1st℄℄ orresponds to hagreementihpersoni1st.
In short, attributes are modalities and values are w s. Next onsider the
AVM
"
#
agreement [person 1st℄
ase

nominative

This orresponds to

hagreementihpersoni1st
^ h aseinominative
In short, verti al sta king orresponds to onjun tion.
Now one ould spell out formally the translation from AVM notation into
an appropriate language of L, but as should be lear from these examples,
this is an entirely trivial matter. The relationship between the two notations
is not some baroque en oding, it is transparent: L allows a straightforward
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linearisation of AVMs. Moreover this orresponden e extends | just as trivially | to AVMs with full Boolean expressivity. For example orresponding
to the disjun tive AVM
"

number
ase

we have the w

plural
fnominative, genitive, a usativeg

hnumberiplural ^ h

i(nominative _ genitive _ a

ase

while orresponding to the negative AVM
"

number
ase

we have

plural
[ dative℄

hnumberiplural ^ h

#

usative);

#

i:dative:

ase

Let's turn next to the subje t of uni ation. On e the distin tion between AVSs and their des riptions has been drawn there is a very natural
way to think about this. Intuitively uni ation is about ombining the (partial) information we have about Attribute Value Stru tures, so let's say that
two AVS des riptions are uni able i their ombined information des ribes
at least one possible Attribute Value Stru ture. Now, our AVS des riptions
are L w s, and in terms of L w s this intuition ashes out as the following
de nition: two L w s  and are uni able i their onjun tion  ^ is
satis able.

This de nition means that questions on erning L's satisfa tion relation
are the most pressing logi al questions as far as omputational linguisti s is
on erned. In the remainder of the se tion I'm going to sket h a number of
basi results about this relation. First I'll give some ompleteness results,
and then some nite model property results. Together these results show
that satisfa tion is de idable in the ases of interest to omputational linguists. For L, of ourse, these results are rather obvious. What is important
is that they will extend to the more powerful languages we'll onsider later,
thus showing that satisfa tion | and hen e uni ation | is de idable in
these ri her des ription languages. Unfortunately, however, it is not possible in the spa e available to dis uss parti ular satisfa tion algorithms, and
I'll merely remark that perspi uous tableaux methods for building satisfying models exist. The omplexity of the satis ability problem for various
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Attribute Value logi s (in luding L, LN and LKR ) has been analysed by
Bla kburn and Spaan [4℄.
The logi s in L of interest in omputational linguisti s are rather simple
to axiomatise.3 Let's rst deal with minimal AV logi , that is, the logi
of the lass of all AVSs. As axioms we take some omplete axiomatisation
of propositional al ulus and in addition all instan es of the following two
modal s hemas:
(K )
[l℄( ! ) ! ([l℄ ! [l℄ )
(P fun ) hli ! [l℄;
and as rules of proof we take modus ponens4 and, for all l 2 L, the rule of
ne essitation.5 Call this system KAV .
KAV is sound and strongly omplete with respe t to the lass of all AV
stru tures. Soundness is trivial. Completeness is not mu h harder. We an
make a model for any KAV onsistent set of senten es  as follows. Consider
the natural model on the Henkin multiframe MH .6 The only reason it
ould fail to be an AV stru ture is if for some l 2 L, RlH was not partial
fun tional. But, be ause KAV has all instan es of hli ! [l℄ as axioms, it
follows by standard modal reasoning that this is not possible, hen e MH is
an AV stru ture. But for any onsistent set of L w s , and any MCS 
extending , MH j= [ ℄. (This is just an instan e of the Fundamental
Theorem on erning Henkin models.) Thus the strong ompleteness result
follows.
This result an be improved. It is easy to see that KAV is also omplete
with respe t to the lass of point generated AV stru tures. For, given a
onsistent set of senten es  for whi h we seek a model, extend it to an
MCS  , and then take the submodel of MH generated by  . Trivially
this submodel is an AV stru ture; by de nition it is point generated; and as
modal truth transfers to generated submodels, this new model satis es  at
1

1

1

1

3

In the dis ussion that follows I assume familiarity with formal proofs, formal provability (here denoted by `), maximal onsistent sets of senten es (MCSs), and some very
basi results of modal ompleteness theory. All the required material an be found in [11℄.
4
From `  ! and `  dedu e ` .
5
From `  dedu e ` [l℄.
6
The Henkin multiframe (of signature hL; Ai) is the pair H = hH; fRlH gl2L i, where
H is the set of all maximal onsistent sets of senten es in L; and for all l 2 L, and all
h, h0 2 N , hRlH h0 i for all w s , [l℄ 2 h implies  2 h0 . The natural model on the
Henkin frame is hH; fQ g 2A i, where for all 2 A, and all h 2 H , we have that h 2 Q
i p 2 h. We frequently all the natural model on the Henkin frame the Henkin model.
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 . So we have a new ompleteness result, and thus the logi s in L of the
lass of all AV stru tures, and of point generated AV stru tures oin ide.
In fa t KAV also axiomatises the lass of a y li AV stru tures. I'm
not going to prove this here | it requires a more deli ate model building
pro ess su h as that we will use when dealing with Kasper Rounds logi |
but it's worth noting why this is so. Essentially it re e ts the fa t that L
is blind to some interesting aspe ts of relational stru ture; in parti ular it
an't see y les. Both of the stronger languages LN and LKR we shall later
onsider an see this stru ture, and in these languages the logi of a y li
frames does not oin ide with the minimal logi .
Let's now onsider what happens if we impose the three restri tions on
the distribution of atomi information that many omputational linguists
make. First, if we want to forbid onstant- onstant lashes we add all instan es of:
1

(C ) p ! :p ; for all ; 2 A su h that 6= :
The addition of these axioms obviously rules out onstant- onstant lashes
in the Henkin model, and thus we have another ompleteness result.
Se ond, to insist that atomi information is only instantiated at terminal
nodes, we add as axioms all instan es of:
(T erm) p ! :hli>; for all 2 A; and all l 2 L:
Again the required ompleteness result is immediate.
Insisting that atomi information is instantiated at a unique node is
rather more interesting. Let hF i and hGi be metavariables over sequen es
of primitive modalities, and v be a metavariable over propositional variables.
Then we add all instan es of the following s hema:
(NomV ) hF i(v ^ ) ^ hGi(v ^ ) ! hF i(v ^  ^ )
We'll meet this s hema again in the next se tion, and I'll defer dis ussing
the intuition underlying it till then. Here I'll merely note that the e e t its
in lusion has on the Henkin model is to for e ea h propositional variable
to o ur in at most one MCS in ea h point generated submodel. Hen e
by taking su h a submodel we an verify any onsistent set of senten es on
a model satisfying the third onstraint, and so we have another extended
ompleteness result. These ompleteness results are all additive. In parti ular, note that the logi of naive attribute value stru tures is axiomatised
by KAV + C + T erm + Nom.
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These logi s all have the nite model property and are de idable. Establishing the nite model property is delightfully simple; here is a sket h of
the argument. Suppose that some w  is satis ed in a model M at a point
n. Then we an build a nite model M out of M that also satis es  at
n. We do this as follows. First, let the natural number k be the maximum
depth of nesting of modalities in . Se ond, let L be the subset of L that
ontains pre isely the indexes of those modalities that a tually o ur in .
Note that L is nite. Now the key point to observe is that nodes more
than k steps away from n, and nodes linked to n only by some sequen e
of steps involving a relation whose index in not in L , are irrelevant to the
truth value of . In short, we an hu k all these nodes out. So, let M be
the stru ture that arises by generating in M from n, but only generating on
those relations indexed by L , and only generating out k steps. I'll all this
pro ess sele tive generation. Now it's a standard exer ise to show that M
is an AVS satisfying  at n, but in fa t we have something more: M must
also be nite. This follows from the fa t that we're working with partial
fun tional relations: any node an have at most one Rl su essor for ea h
l 2 L. Thus we have satis ed  on a nite model. As all the lasses of AVSs
axiomatised above are losed under sele tive generation, the logi s in L of
these lasses all have the nite model property. The de idability of these
logi s follows at on e: the respe tive axiom systems give us a method of enumerating theorems, sear h through the appropriate nite models gives us a
way of enumerating non-theorems, thus theoremhood in all these systems is
a re ursive on ept.
I'll lose this se tion with some histori al omments. Given the degree of
urrent interest in Attribute Value logi s, surprisingly few publi ations have
even spotted the onne tion between AVM style notations and modal logi ,
and (apart from this paper) only a handful seem to take it seriously. The
earliest papers I know of that deliberately use a modal language for dealing
with natural language syntax are two papers due to Gazdar et al [10℄ [9℄.
In fa t the language used is just L augmented by an extra modal operator
2. Intriguingly, however, the authors seem to regard their language as
modal only be ause of the presen e of 2: they don't seem to have made the
onne tion between attributes and modalities outlined above. However their
features are, synta ti ally, just modal operators; and the semanti s they give
to these features is just an ordinary Kripke semanti s. The rst statement
of the link between attributes and modalities seems to have been made
by Kra ht [16℄. In this elegant paper he makes the link expli it and then
explores issues of ompleteness and de idability for Gazdar et al's language.
0

0

0

0
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3

Modal logi with nominals

If there was no more to AVM notation than we have met so far, our investigation would be omplete and we ould on lude that omputational
linguists have been working with L all along. However there is a widely
used aspe t of AVM notation that hasn't yet been introdu ed: the use of
boxlabels. Consider the following AVM:
2
6
6
4

"
subj

agr
pred

foo
bar

#

1

3
7
7
5

[subj 1 ℄
The boxlabel is the entity 1 . Note that this o urs in two pla es. One
of these o urren es is an ordinary value, but the other is something new:
it is a supers ript on the omplex value taken by subj. What this notation
means (and what it does not mean) is explained by the following graphs:
omp

s

s

 

 
subj 



 subj  omp
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 pred
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/
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s


 omp
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agr  pred
subj



?
/
Rs
s
s

foo

bar

1

foo

(i)

bar

(ii)

The rst graph is the result of treating 1 simply as ordinary atomi
information, but this is not what is intended. Rather, 1 is a name: it must
pi k out pre isely one node, and thus the required graph is the se ond one.
The ru ial di eren e is that as 1 is a name, the dashed subj transition is
for ed to re-enter the graph at the named node.
The ability to enfor e re-entran y plays an important role in the design of
attribute value grammars. Moreover there is a lear omputational intuition
underlying re-entran y: a notion of stru ture sharing has been introdu ed.
If modal languages are to be taken seriously as languages of linguisti des ription we must nd a way to deal with this aspe t of AVMs. In fa t this
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an be done quite straightforwardly by making use of a referential modal

language.

The key idea involved in making propositional modal languages referential an be tra ed ba k to early work by Arthur Prior and Robert Bull: it is
to introdu e a se ond sort of atomi symbol, symbols onstrained to be true
at exa tly one node.7 These new symbols | in this paper they are alled
nominals | in e e t name the unique node they are true at. As we shall
see, AVM boxlabels orrespond to nominals.
Let's make this pre ise. We extend the language L (of signature hL; Ai)
to the language with nominals LN (of signature hL; A[Bi) as follows. Augment the symbols of L with a denumerably in nite set of new symbols, and
let these symbols be indexed by some set B distin t from both L and A.
These new symbols are alled nominals, and we typi ally represent them by
i, j , and k. The only addition we need make to the formation rules of L is
to stipulate that all nominals are w s; w s are to be built up in the usual
way from any mixture of nominals and variables.
We interpet LN on AVSs of signature hL; A[Bi that satisfy the following
requirement: for all 2 B, Q is a singleton. That is, we only interpret LN
on those AVSs where nominals a t as names. If M = hN; fRl gl ; fQ g
i
is an AVS satisfying this onstraint then we say it is an LN model. The truth
de nition for LN is that for L augmented by the following lause:
2L

M j= i [n℄ i n 2 Q ; for all

2A[B

2 B:

Finally, we say that a w  of LN is valid on an L indexed multiframe N i
for all LN models M = hN; fQ g
i and all n 2 N , M j= [n℄.
Nominals orrespond to boxlabels quite straightforwardly. Consider on e
more the following AVM:
2A[B

2
6
6
4

"
subj
omp

agr
pred

foo
bar

[subj 1 ℄

#

1

3
7
7
5

This orresponds to the following LN w :

hsubji(i ^ hagrifoo ^ hpredibar)
^ h ompihsubjii
7

For Prior's work onsult [20℄, for Bull's work [5℄. For re ent results on the subje t see
[7℄, [8℄, [2℄ or [3℄.
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In short, the nominal i is doing the work that 1 does in the AVM, and more
generally, using a boxlabel supers ript amounts to onjoining a nominal.
Thus LN allows a straightforward linearisation of those AVMs that utilise
boxlabels, and indeed it seems natural to say that su h AVMs simply are
LN w s.
Quite a lot is known about modal languages with nominals; I'll sket h
here some results that will prove useful. Moving from L to LN has resulted
in a genuine gain in expressive power. It's well known that ordinary modal
languages (su h as L) are blind to some simple aspe ts of frame stru ture.
For example, there is no L w whi h is valid on pre isely the irre exive multiframes; L an't de ne irre exivity. Neither an L de ne antisymmetry,
nor intransitivity. However all these onditions an be de ned in LN . It's
a simple exer ise to he k that i ! :hf ii is valid on pre isely those multiframes in whi h Rf is irre exive; that i ! [f ℄(hf ii ! i) is valid on pre isely
those multiframes in whi h Rf is antisymmetri ; and that hf ihf ii ! :hf ii
is valid on pre isely those multiframes in whi h Rf is intransitive. Moreover
LN , unlike L, an `see y les', and thus an forbid their presen e. De ne
A y to be

fi ! :hF ii : hF i is a non-null sequen e of primitive modalitiesg:
It is easy to to show that for any multiframe N, N j= A y i N is a y li .

This in rease in expressive power has some immediate model theoreti
onsequen es: taking p-morphi images and forming disjoint unions are not
validity preserving operations (they are for L), and unraveling is no longer
a method that will produ e equivalent models. On the other hand, forming
generated subframes is a validity preserving operation for LN , and ultra lter
extension formation ba k preserves in the usual manner the validity of LN
w s.
Axiomatising the LN logi s of the various lasses of AVSs of interest in
omputational linguisti s is routine. In fa t these logi s are straightforward
extensions of the orresponding logi s in L. A key role in these extensions
is played by a s hema alled Nom N , a nominal form of the Nom V s hema
we met in the last se tion. Let's begin by onsidering the logi in LN of
the lass of all AVSs. We axiomatise this minimal logi as follows. Take as
axioms all LN instan es of the KAV s hemas and rules, and in addition, add
as axioms all instan es of the following s hema:
(NomN ) hF i(n ^ ) ^ hGi(n ^ ) ! hF i(n ^  ^ )
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In this s hema both hF i and hGi are metavariables over sequen es of primitive modalities, and n is a metavariable over nominals.
As I remarked in the last se tion, the e e t the in lusion of su h Nom
style axioms has on Henkin models is to ensure that in any point generated
submodel no nominal o urs in two distin t MCSs. This is the ru ial te hni al point, but it's just as important to grasp the underlying intuition. To
see what this is, onsider the following instan e of Nom N :

hf ihgihf ihhi(i ^ p) ^ hgihgi(i ^ q) ! hf ihgihf ihhi(i ^ p ^ q):
This w an be paraphrased as follows. Suppose we are at some node n in an
AVS, and suppose that by making the series of transitions Rf followed by Rg ,
Rf and Rh we get to a node n1 labelled by i and bearing the information p.
Further, suppose that by making from n the transition sequen e Rg followed
by Rg we get to a node n2 labelled by i and bearing the information q. But

sin e nominals label exa tly one node, n1 is just n2 . That is, both paths have
taken us to the same node, thus this node must bear both the information p
and the information q.
KAV + NomN aptures the minimal logi . The ompleteness result is

straightforward. Given a onsistent set of senten es  for whi h we seek
a model, expand it to an MCS  and take the subframe of the Henkin
multiframe generated by  . Now, de ning for all 2 A [ B the Q in
the natural way may not produ e an LN model, but in fa t the resulting
stru ture an only fail to be one for a rather trivial reason: there may be
some nominals that are not true anywhere. It is easy to deal with su h
`unused nominals': simply add a brand new node n+ to the Henkin model,
leave the relations un hanged, and let the unused nominals be true at this
new node. The resulting stru ture is an LN model that satis es  at  .
Improving this result is easy: KAV + NomN is also omplete with respe t
to the point generated AV stru tures. To see this, follow the pro edure
just des ribed but with one addition: hoose some f 2 L and insist that
n+ Rf  . It is lear that the resulting model is point generated by n+ and
thus we have our improved ompleteness result.
The LN logi of the a y li AVSs di ers from the minimal logi . In fa t
this logi is axiomatised by KAV + NomN + A y , where A y is as de ned
above. I won't prove this here; as with the orresponding result for L a
more sensitive model building pro edure is required. The three onditions
on atomi information distribution popular in omputational linguisti s are
1

1

1

1
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aptured by adding all LN instan es of C , Term, and NomV respe tively.
As with L, these results are additive, thus the LN logi of naive AVSs is
axiomatised by KAV + NomN + C + Term + NomV . Using the method
of sele tive generation dis ussed in the previous se tion, it is lear that all
these logi s have the nite model property. Thus by the usual argument all
these logi s are de idable.
There are only three papers whi h make use of modal languages with
nominals for dealing with linguisti stru ture. Bird and Bla kburn [1℄ use a
modal language with nominals for talking about phonologi al information.
The twist in this paper is that a number of di erent AVSs are pi tured
as being strung out along a time axis, and additional tense operators are
introdu ed to ope with the temporal stru ture. That is, the language is an
attempt to apture Attribute Value style reasoning and temporal reasoning
in a single framework. As in LN , the nominals are used to name nodes and
enfor e re-entran y.
Reape [21℄ uses a language similar to LN for talking about synta ti information. This language is then extended to a larger language ontaining
polyadi modal operators to enable the set valued features and fun tional
dependen ies of su h linguisti theories as HPSG to be dealt with. This is
a signi ant a hievement. Reape's work reveals the inherent simpli ity and
elegan e of the ideas underlying HPSG, and shows that even this formalism
hasn't outstripped the resour es of simple propositional modal languages.
There is an important di eren e, however, betweens LN and Reape's basi
language: LN ontains both propositional variables and nominals, whereas
Reape's language only ontains nominals. Not only are nominals used to
for e re-entran y, they are also used to represent ordinary atomi information. This is odd. It means that not only is the naive interpretation
of atomi information enfor ed, but that in addition, in every AVS every
pie e of atomi information must be realised somewhere. This last ondition learly violates the `partial information' intuition underlying mu h work
in Attribute Value grammar. Moreover, many reasonable looking stru tures
are ruled out as AVSs: note, for example, that none of the graphs drawn in
this paper are AVSs under this de nition, for in none of them is the atomi
information 3rd realised anywhere.
Finally, a hapter of Ruhrberg's thesis [24℄ examines modal languages
with nominals.
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4

Kasper Rounds logi

As we have seen, multimodal languages with nominals orrespond neatly to
the AVM notation a tually used by omputational linguists. However AVM
notation, though widely used, is by no means the only notation omputational linguists use when working with AV stru tures: another important
notation is that provided by the PATR-II system. In this se tion we'll brie y
examine the PATR-II notation and abstra t one of its key devi es, its me hanism for enfor ing re-entran y. This me hanism is very di erent from the
`boxlabels' used in AVM notation. In fa t the PATR-II me hanism doesn't
work by labeling nodes at all. Rather, it's a me hanism for dire tly equating
two sequen es of transitions. We'll add this simple me hanism to L forming
the language LKR , the language of Kasper Rounds logi , and then answer
some of the more obvious questions about it: has the new me hanism led to
genuine expressive gains? How does it relate to LN ? Can we give sound and
omplete axiomatisations of the logi s of the various lasses of AV stru tures
of interest to the omputational linguist, and are these logi s de idable?
Before pro eeding, a histori al note. As the term `Kasper Rounds logi '
indi ates, this language (or rather a ertain notational variant of it) has
been dis ussed before. In fa t the work of Kasper and Rounds [14℄ on this
language did a great deal to arouse the interest omputational linguists are
urrently showing in Attribute Value logi s, for it made it very lear that the
distin tion logi ians draw between a language and its semanti s was a fruitful
way of looking at puzzles involving disjun tive feature stru tures. However
Kasper and Rounds proved relatively few results about LKR . They give
some near the end of [22℄, but the bulk of this paper is devoted to de ning
the relevant languages and proving a ompleteness result for the negation
free fragment of L. In identally, most of the results Kasper and Rounds
give are not obtained using modal te hniques; although they spotted the
similarity between modal operators and their labels, they don't seem to
have atta hed any importan e to it, and in parti ular don't make use of
any of the standard tools and results of modal logi . In fa t the only other
logi al investigation of LKR seems to be that of Moss [17℄. This paper takes
an essentially (Kripke) model theoreti stan e towards LKR (and some other
Attribute Value logi s) and should be of interest to the readers of this paper.
So, what is PATR-II? Basi ally it's an `implemented grammar formalism'. That is, it's a program whi h provides a high level interfa e language
tailored to the needs of the working linguist, together with a parser. The
linguist writes a grammar in the interfa e language and then hands it over
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to the parser, whi h will heerfully hew away at any senten e fed to it to see
if it meets the grammati al spe i ation. PATR-II is used by omputational
linguists to develop and test grammars.
Now, what is of interest for the present dis ussion is the high level interfa e language. The essential ore of this is a notation for des ribing AV
stru tures. The user spe i es these by writing path equations. There are essentially two types of path equations the user an write, and we'll onsider
ea h in turn.
The rst type of path equation equates a list of attributes with a value.
For example, a user may write:

hvp verb head numi = sing:
The item between the angle bra kets are attributes, and the item on the
right hand side of the equality symbol is an atomi value. The meaning of
this rst type of path equation is that by making the sequen e of transitions
en oded by the list on the left, one will arrive at at a node bearing the atomi
information sing. In short, this path equation bears the same information
as the L w

hvpihverbihheadihnumising;

and more generally, this rst type of path equation an be represented by
means of L w s.
It is in the se ond type of path equation that we meet something new. In
this se ond type of equation two lists of attributes are equated. For example,
the user might spe ify that

hvp headi = hvp verb headi:
What this spe i ation means is that making the sequen e of transitions
en oded by the list on the left takes one to the same node as if one had
made the sequen e of transitions en oded by the list on the right. Brie y,
both transition sequen es lead to the same node. Thus the se ond type of
path equation allows the user to spe ify re-entran y.
This spe i ation me hanism ertainly looks di erent from anything
we've seen before; an we tease it apart from its PATR-II setting and add
it to L? We an, and rather easily. First, as we've already seen from our
dis ussion of the rst type of path equation, PATR-II's attribute lists orrespond to sequen es of L modalities. So, in terms of the syntax of L, what
the se ond type of path equation amounts to is a me hanism for equating
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two sequen es of modalities. Let's enri h L by adding a new primitive, a

primitive we will write as . The purpose of this new symbol will be to
allow a new kind of w to be formed, w s su h as

hvpihheadi  hvpihverbihheadi;
and we will de ne the semanti s of these new w s so that they do apture
the meaning of the se ond sort of PATR-II path equation.
It's important to note that this is the only way we're going to use our new
symbol . We're not going to use it to en ode the rst type of PATR-II path
equation. For example we won't represent hvp verb head numi = sing; by
hvp verb head numi  sing; in fa t this last sequen e of symbols won't
even be a well formed expression of our enri hed language. Nor do we need
su h expressions; as we've already seen we an apture the meaning of the
PATR-II expression by means of hvpihverbihheadihnumising: Thus the
new devi e will only be used to mimi the se ond type of PATR-II path
equation, and from now on whenever we talk of `path equations' we'll mean
equations of this type.
One nal matter before we turn to the details. In addition to  we're
going to add a se ond new primitive symbol, 0. This will a t as a name for
the null transition. Having this symbol will enable us to write su h path
equations as hgihf i  0 and 0  hgihf ihgi. For example the rst equation
means that making an Rg transition followed by an Rf transition is the
same as making the null transition. That is, the path Rg Rf terminates
at its starting point. Similarly, the se ond equation means that the path
Rg Rf Rg terminates at its starting point.
Enough motivation, let's de ne the language LKR of signature hL; Ai.
We take as primitive symbols all the symbols of L (of signature hL; Ai), and
in addition two new symbols  and 0. That is, we have at our disposal some
A indexed set of propositional variables, some L indexed set of modalities,
the Boolean onne tives, bra kets,  and 0. As a rst step towards de ning
the LKR w s we de ne the set of path equations of LKR. So let hf i    hf i
and hf i    hfÆ i be non-null sequen es of LKR modalities.Then 0  0, 0 
hf i    hf i, hf i    hf i  0 and hf i    hf i  hf i    hfÆ i are all and only
the path equations of LKR . With this notion to hand we an now de ne
the LKR w s. Firstly, all propositional variables are w s. Se ondly, all
path equations are w s. Lastly, the set of w s is losed under the Boolean
operations and the appli ation of modal operators. In short, we have a
language that is synta ti ally like L save that as well as the ordinary atomi
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symbols we have (so to speak) the ` omposite atomi ' symbols that are the
path equations.
Suppose that we've xed the signature we're working with. Then the
models for LKR are just the ordinary L models of that signature. If M is
an LKR model we interpret LKR w s in M as follows. Firstly, propositional
variables, Boolean ombinations and modal appli ations are interpreted just
as before. As for the path equations, these are interpreted as follows:
M j= 0  0[n℄ for all n 2 N
M j= 0  hf i    hf i[n℄ i nR : : : R n
M j= hf i    hf i  0[n℄ i nR : : : R n
M j= hf i    hf i  hf i    hfÆ i[n℄ i 9n (nR : : : R n & nR : : : RÆ n )
0

0

0

We say that an LKR w  is true in M at a node n i M j= [n℄. Validity
is de ned as for L.
It is important that the reader understands the shorthand used in the
above lauses. For example, nR : : : R n is really an abbreviation of

9n1; : : : ; nk (nR n1 &    & nk R n);
while 9n (nR : : : R n & nR : : : RÆ n ) is short for
0

0

0

9n ; n1; : : : ; nk ; m1 ; : : : ; mj (nR n1 &    & nk R n & nR m1 &    & mj RÆ n ):
0

0

0

That is, all but the rst lause ontains a statement on erning path existen e. Note, by the way, that the truth de nition makes sense even if we
drop the requirement that the Rl are partial fun tional. In fa t using LKR
on non partial fun tional stru tures may be useful for various other appliations (for example in phonology or knowledge representation), though a
dis ussion of this point is not possible here.
LKR is not quite the language Kasper and Rounds dis uss. There are
two di eren es. First, their language la ks negation. Se ond, their notation
for enfor ing path equalities is rather di erent. Their language has a devi e
[ ℄ whi h ombines with k lists of labels (for any k  1)) to assert that the
transition sequen es named by the k lists are oterminous. For example,
[ hf i; hghi; hggi℄ is true at a node n i the three paths Rf , Rg Rh and Rg Rg
all lead from n to the same node. In LKR we would express this parti ular
path equality by means of hf i  hgihhi^hgihhi  hgihgi, and more generally
the expressive equivalen e of the two notations is transparent. In spite of
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these di eren es I'll ontinue to all LKR the language of Kasper Rounds
logi .
It's also worth remarking that there is another way to formulate LKR ,
namely to treat 0 as a `dummy modality'. To be more pre ise, instead of
introdu ing 0 in the manner we did above, we ould instead introdu e it
as a 0 spe ial modality h0i. The advantage of this variant | let's all it
and
LKR | is that it makes possible a simpler statement of the syntax
semanti s of path equations. First we de ne the modalities of LKR0 to be
the usual L indexed modalities together with h0i, and then we0 state that
if hf i    hf i and hf i    hfÆ i are non-null sequen es of LKR modalities,
then hf i    hf i  hf i    hfÆ i is a path equation. In short, we have only
one type of path equation instead of the four of LKR . Next, we add to the
formation rules of L the following two lauses: all0 path equations are w s;
and if  is a w then so is h0i. To interpet LKR we asso iate h0i with the
identity relation on nodes, that is, with the `null transition'. So instead of
having to add four semanti lauses for path equations, we need only the
following:
M j= hf

i    hf i  hf i    hfÆ i[n℄ i 9n (nR : : : R n & nR : : : RÆ n ):
Note that be ause h0i is asso iated with the identity relation on nodes, the
0

0

0

following holds:

M j= h0i[t℄ i M j= [t℄:
It is lear that LKR and LKR0 are 0 expressively equivalent | indeed LKR
is essentially a sublanguage of LKR in whi h all the path equations are in
a ertain normal form. In this paper we work with LKR be ause, for the

purposes of this paper, it is slightly simpler: although the initial de nitions
are more umbersome we avoid some
rather dull work when proving om0
KR
pleteness. For other purposes L might well be the more natural hoi e.
Let's begin our logi al examination of LKR . This language is indeed
more expressive than L: using path equations we an de ne onditions on
multiframes not de nable in L. For example, it is straightforward to verify
that for any multiframe N = hN; fRl gl i and any f 2 L, N j= :(0  hf i)
i Rf is irre exive; N j= hf ihf i  0 ! hf i  0 i Rf is antisymmetri ; and
N j= :(hf i  hf ihf i) i Rf is intransitive. Note further that in LKR we
an pin down the on ept of a y li ity, something that annot be done in
L. De ne A y to be:
2L

f:(0  hF i) : hF i is a non-null sequen e of primitive modalitiesg:
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Then for any multiframe N, N j= A y i N is a y li . The proof is straightforward.
These results have some immediate (negative) model theoreti orollaries. Be ause we an de ne intransitivity, unraveling is not a truth preserving operation on models. Be ause we an de ne irre exivity, p-morphisms
do not preserve frame validity. On the other hand, the following positive
model theoreti results are more or less immediate. The forming of generated subframes and disjoint unions are not only truth preserving operations
on models, they are also validity preserving operations on frames. Moreover one an give a natural de nition of a validity preserving morphism for
LKR | essentially one strengthens the ba kwards lause of the p-morphism
de nition to t the requirements of .
What is the relationship between LKR and the nominal language LN ?
Let's ompare the respe tive powers of the two languages for de ning onditions on multiframes.
First, LN is not weaker than or equal to LKR in su h expressive power.
To see this, note that LN is strong enough to de ne the universal relation:
for any multiframe N, N j= hf ii i Rf = N  N . However LKR an't de ne
this ondition, for disjointly sti king together two multiframes results in a
multiframe that is not universally related, and LKR validity is preserved
under disjoint union formation. Thus there is at least one ondition on
multiframes de nable in LN that is not de nable using LKR .
However we also have that LKR is not weaker than or equal to LN in
expressive power. This result hinges on the following observation: LKR validity is not ba k preserved under the formation of ultra lter extensions. To
see this, note that in LKR we an de ne the lass of multiframes su h that
every node n f -pre edes a node n that is f -re exive (that is, 8n9n (nRf n ^
n Rf n )), for hf i(hf i  0) pi ks out pre isely su h multiframes. Now, the
ultra lter extension of the natural numbers in their usual order satis es this
ondition, but learly the natural numbers themselves don't, thus the familiar ultra lter preservation result doesn't hold for LKR. But we've already
noted that the result does hold for LN , so LN annot de ne 8n9n (nRf n ^
n Rf n ). Thus there is at least one ondition on multiframes de nable in
LKR that is not de nable using LN . In short, the two languages are inomparable in expressive power if this is measured in terms of multiframe
de ning power.
It's worth noting, however, that LN an simulate all path equations
and negations of path equations. First, we an simulate path equations of
the form 0  hF i, (or equivalently, hF i  0), where hF i is a sequen e of
0
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primitive modalities. It is straightforward to verify that for any multiframe

N:

N j= 0  hF i i N j= i ! hF ii:

Se ond, LN an simulate the negations of all su h path equations. For any
multiframe N we have that:
N j= :(0  hF i) i N j= i ! :hF ii:

Third, LN an simulate the e e t of negations of path equations of the form
hF i  hGi where both hF i and hGi are sequen es of primitive modalities,
for it is easy to show that for all multiframes N:
N j= :(hF i  hGi) i N j= (hF i> ^ hGi>) ! (hF ii ! :hGii):

However matters appear to be more subtle when it omes to path equations of the form hF i  hGi. It seems to make a di eren e whether our
working restri tion to partial fun tional multiframes is in for e or not. If it
is | that is, if we are only onsidering those multiframes that ould form
the relational skeleton of an AVS | then we an de ne su h path equations.
For any partial fun tional multiframe N we have that
N j= hF i  hGi i M j= (hF ii $ hGii) ^ F > ^ hGi>:

On the other hand, if we drop this working restri tion and onsider the lass
of all multiframes U , it doesn't seem that LN an de ne all the onditions
that LKR an. Let's onsider a on rete LKR w , say hf i  hgi. This is
valid on a multiframe N i for all n 2 N there is an n 2 N su h that nRf n
and nRg n . That is, from every node there is a node a essible by both
Rf and Rg transitions. It doesn't seem that LN an de ne this ondition
over U . An obvious attempt to do so is hf ii ! hgii, but this doesn't work:
while this w is valid on all multiframes satisfying the ondition, it's not
valid on only su h multiframes. For example, it's valid on all multiframes
whose Rf relation is empty. A se ond attempt might be to use the w that
de nes this ondition on the lass of all partial fun tional frames, namely
(hf ii $ hgii) ^ hf i> ^ hgi>, but as a simple he k shows, this doesn't work
either. Now, I don't believe that this ondition is de nable over U by any
LN w , but I don't know how to prove it. This would be an interesting
matter to investigate further.8
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0
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As the referee of this paper pointed out, if we work in a tensed version of LN | that
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There are other di eren es between LKR and LN . For example, let U
be the lass of all multiframes. Then U j= [f ℄1 _ : : : _ [f ℄n i U j=
k for some k; (1  k  n); where all the k are w s of LKR . That is,
LKR has the disjun tion property. On the other hand, it's straightforward
to show that this annot be the ase for LN . The model theoreti fa t
underlying these observations is that whereas when we `root' two or more
LKR models we obtain another LKR models, rooting even two LN models
is not a pro ess guaranteed to yield an LN model.9
Handling LKR proof theoreti ally takes rather more e ort than with L
or LN . The basi result, whi h will take us some pages to establish, is as
follows: the minimal logi of AV stru tures in LKR is axiomatised by adding
as axioms all w s whi h are instan es of the following s hemas to KAV :
00
hF i  hGi ! hGi  hF i
hF i  hGi ^ hGi  hH i ! hF i  hH i
hF i ! hF i  hF i
hF i  hGi ! hF i>
hF i(hGi  hH i) $ hF ihGi  hF ihH i
hF i  hGi ^ hF i ! hGi
hF i  0 ^ hF i ! 
0  hGi ^  ! hGi
KR8 hF i  hGi ^ hF ihH i ! hF ihH i  hGihH i
hF i  0 ^ hF ihH i ! hF ihH i  hH i
0  hGi ^ hH i ! hH i  hGihH i
KR9 hF i  hE i ^ hE ihGi  hH i ! hF ihGi  hH i
hF i  0 ^ hGi  hH i ! hF ihGi  hH i
0  hE i ^ hE ihGi  hH i ! hGi  hH i
KR1
KR2
KR3
KR4
KR5
KR6
KR7

In these s hemas  is a metavariable over arbitrary w s and hE i, hF i,
hGi and hH i are metavariables over sequen es made up from modalities and
0. Note that the s hemas divide into two groups. Instan es of KR1, KR2,
is, in a language in whi h for ea h forward looking modality hf i there is a orresponding
ba kward looking modality hf i 1 | then we an express hf i  hg i over U by means
of i ! hf ihg i 1 i. On the other hand, even with this extension it doesn't seem that
hf i9(hf i  hgi) is de nable.
Brie y, given a non-empty set of models fMk : k 2 Kg, we root this olle tion by
taking its disjoint union, and then adding a new node n1 su h that n1 Rl n, for all n
in the disjoint union, but for any su h n it is not the ase that nRl n1 . For a general
dis ussion of rooting and the disjun tion property see [11, pages 96{100℄; for a dis ussion
of these topi s in languages with nominals see [3, pages 67 { 68℄ or [2, page 11℄.
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KR4, KR5 and of the left to right impli ation in KR6 would be valid even
if we dropped the partial fun tional restri tion we have imposed on AVSs,
whereas instan es of KR3, KR7{KR9 and the right to left impli ation in
KR6 depend on this restri tion for their validity.
Proving soundness for the resulting system is straightforward. But how
an we prove ompleteness? For a start, note that merely taking a generated
subframe of the Henkin multiframe is not going to yield a model. To see
what goes wrong onsider a simple path equation, say hf i  hgi. For the
Henkin method to work in the familiar straightforward manner we would
ertainly have to be able to prove that for any node h in the Henkin model
MH we have that:

hf i  hgi 2 h i MH j= hf i  hgi[h℄:
Unfortunately this is false. It's easy to show (using KR5, KR7 and standard
modal reasoning) that the left to right impli ation holds, and indeed that it
must hold for any path equation whatsoever. However the onverse fails: we
an arrive at a ounterexample by onsidering the following simple model.
The underlying multiframe of the model onsists of three distin t points n,
n1 and n2 , su h that nRf n1 and nRg n2 . (Thus we have a simple `V' shaped
multiframe with n at the vertex.) De orate nodes n1 and n2 with exa tly
the same atomi information: as they are both `dead ends' this means they
make pre isely the same formulas true. To put matters another way, it
means that both n1 and n2 , although distin t, are asso iated with the same
MCS, namely the set of formulas both make true. Call this MCS h . Next
onsider node n. As n1 and n2 are distin t points that n is appropriately
related to, we have that :(hf i  hgi) is true at n. Further, for all  su h
that  2 h , our little model veri es both hf i and hgi at n. Let h be
the MCS onsisting of all the w s true in our little model at n. But both
h and h are nodes in the Henkin model MH , and when we think about
what's happening in the Henkin model we have our ounterexample. By
onstru tion we have that in the Henkin model hRf h and hRg h , thus we
have that MH j= hf i  hgi[h℄. But :(hf i  hgi) 2 h, and as h is an MCS
this means hf i  hgi 62 h.
Thus the straightforward Henkin method won't work, so we'll need to be
more deli ate. In the following pages I'll show in some detail how a method
used by Burgess [6℄ for various tense logi s an be adapted to t LKR . The
method is an indu tive pro ess whi h builds something alled a hroni le.
As we shall see, given a hroni le with ertain properties a suitable LKR
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model lies to hand. It's worth remarking that we're not for ed into this
hroni le onstru tion method: Moss [17℄ gives an alternative `Segerberg
style' onstru tion in whi h the faulty Henkin frame is massaged into shape.
The following onventions will prove extremely useful. Suppose we are
working with some multiframe N or some model M on N. Then if P is a
path in N, by hP i is meant the sequen e of modalities that orresponds to
P . For example, if P is the path nRf n1 Rg n , then hP i is hf ihgi. On the
other hand, given a sequen e of modalities hF i and some n 2 N , by F is
meant the path in N starting at n, if this path exists. We only use this
latter onvention when we know the relevant path exists.
0

De nition 4.1 If N is a multiframe, a hroni le C on N is a fun tion C
from N into the Henkin multiframe. C is oherent on N i C is an order
preserving morphism into the Henkin multiframe. C is perfe t on N i
hf i 2 C (n) implies that there is an n 2 N su h that nRf n and  2 C (n ).
C is attesting on N i for all n1 ; n2 2 N , and all paths P , Q in N , n1 P n2
and n1 Qn2 implies hP i  hQi 2 C (n1 ). C is ful lled on N i for all n1 ,
n2 n3 2 N , if hF i  hGi 2 C (n1), F and G exist in N , n1 F n2 and n1 Gn3 ,
then n2 = n3 .
2
0

0

0

The terminology of hroni les, oherent hroni les and perfe t hroni les
is Burgess's. Beyond noting that a hroni le C on N is oherent i for all
n, n 2 N , for all w s , nRf n and  2 C (n ) implies hf i 2 C (n), I won't
dis uss this ma hinery here | the ideas underlying it are standard in modal
logi . Attesting hroni les and ful lled hroni les are new. In a sense they
are analogs of oheren y and perfe tion for dealing with path equations:
their role will be ome learer as we pro eed.
0

0

0

De nition 4.2 If C is a hroni le on a multiframe N, the LKR model
indu ed by C is hN; fQ g i, where Q = fn : p 2 C (n)g.
2
2A

Lemma 4.1 (Truth Lemma) Let C be a oherent, perfe t, attesting and
ful lled hroni le on a multiframe N. Let MC be the model indu ed by C .
Then MC j= [n℄ i  2 C (n).
Proof:

By indu tion on the stru ture of . The ase involving propositional
variables, and those involving the Booleans are trivial. The fa t that C is
oherent and perfe t drives through the modal appli ation ase. The fa t
that C is oherent, attesting and ful lled, together with the fa t (whi h
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follows from KR5) that hF i  hGi 2 C (n) implies that both hF i> and
hGi> are in C (N ), handles the path equation ase.
2
Thus model building has been redu ed to hroni le onstru tion. In order
to prove the ompleteness theorem we an pro eed by building a hroni le
with the four desirable properties listed in the previous lemma, and then
use the indu ed model. This is what we'll now do, using an indu tive onstru tion.
The bri -a-bra underlying the onstru tion is as follows. We x a denumerably in nite set N . Let  be the set of all pairs hN; C i su h that N
is a partial fun tional multiframe hN; fRl gl i, N  N , and C is a oherent
hroni le on N. Given two elements  = hN; C i and  = hN ; C i of ,
we say  extends  i N is a subframe of N and C  C . Let  be any
w and n 2 N . Then the pair hn; hf ii is alled a requirement. Given
any  = hN; C i, we say the requirement hn; hf ii is alive for  i n is a
node in N, hf i 2 C (n), and there is no node n of N su h that nRf n and
 2 C (n ). We say that the requirement hn; hf ii is dead for  i n is a
node in N, hf i 2 C (n) and there is some node n of N su h that nRf n
and  2 C (n ). Note that if a requirement is dead for  then it is dead in
any extension of ; death is monotoni ally in reasing.
We are now ready for the lemma that lies at the heart of this method.
Our ultimate goal is to build a hroni le having the four properties listed in
the truth lemma, and we're going to use the elements of  for this purpose.
Typi ally, however, the hroni les present in members of  won't be perfe t.
To put it another way, there'll typi ally be requirements alive for elements
 of . The next lemma shows how to `kill o ' these requirements | thus
oming loser to a hieving a perfe t hroni le | while retaining the pleasant
properties already a hieved:
2L
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Lemma 4.2 (Killing Lemma) Let  = hN; fRl gl ; C i be an element of
 su h that N is generated by some point n0 2 N , and C is both attesting
and ful lled on N. Then for any requirement hn; i whi h is alive for 
there exists a triple  = hN ; fRl gl ; C i in  su h that  is an extension
of , N is generated by n0 , C is both attesting and ful lled on N , and the
requirement hn; i is dead for  .
2L
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Proof:

Suppose the requirement is hn; hf ii. Let X be any path from n0 to
n; at least one must exist as N is generated by n0 . As C is oherent on
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N hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ). Now there are two possibilities. Either for some
path X su h that n0 Xn there exists a path W starting at n0 su h that
hW i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0) or there are no su h pairs of paths X and W . We

onsider ea h ase separately.
Case 1. Assume there are no su h pairs of paths X and W in N. Let
n 2 NnN and  = f : [f ℄ 2 C (n)g. De ne:
N = N [ fn g
Rf = Rf [ fhn; n ig
Rg = Rg ; for all g 2 L su h that g 6= f:
C = C [ fhn;  ig
Let  = hN ; fRl gl ; C i:
Trivially for all g 2 L su h that g 6= f , Rg is partial fun tional. Moreover
Rf must be partial fun tional as well, for if it were not then for some m 2 N ,
nRf m. But as C is oherent on N this is impossible, for it would mean that
the requirement hn; hf ii was already dead in , ontradi ting our original
assumption. Moreover by our hoi e of  it follows by standard modal
logi al arguments that C is oherent on N . Thus  2  and indeed  is
an extension of . It is lear that N is generated by n0 , and by onstru tion
the requirement hn; hf ii is dead in  . Thus it only remains to show that
C is both attesting and ful lled on N .
Suppose C is not attesting on N . Then there are points n1 , n2 2 N and
paths P and Q in N su h that n1 P n2 and n1 Qn2 and hP i  hQi 62 C (n1 ).
Now P and Q annot be paths in N as C is attesting on N, therefore at
least one of the two paths must ontain n . But by onstru tion a path in
N an ontain n i it terminates at n , hen e as both P and Q terminate
at the same pla e, both of them terminate at n and n2 must be n . Next
note that n1 annot equal n for 0  0 is an axiom and hen e is in C (n1), so
this degenerate ase annot have been where attestation failed. This means
that n1 2 N and thus both P and Q are non-null paths. So we an write P
as P Rf , where n1 P n and nRf n , and Q as Q Rf where n1 Q n and nRf n .
Note that both P and Q are paths in N. Not both of them an be null,
for as hf i 2 C (n) then by KR4 hf i  hf i 2 C (n), but this w is just
hP i  hQi given that both P and Q are null, and we have ontradi ted our
assumption of attestation failure. So suppose without loss of generality that
P is a non-null path. Now as C is attesting on N, then as n1 P n and n1 Q n
then hP i  hQ i 2 C (n1 ). As C is oherent hP ihf i 2 C (n1 ). So by KR8,
hP ihf i  hQ ihf i 2 C (n1). That is, hP i  hQi 2 C (n1), ontradi ting our
assumption. Hen e C is attesting on N .
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0

Suppose C is not ful lled on N . Then there is an n1 2 N su h that
hF i  hGi 2 C (n1), F and G exist in N, n1F n2 and n1Gn3 and n2 6= n3.
First we observe that this is impossible if n1 = n , hen e n1 2 N . Se ond,
observe that sin e C is ful lled on N at least one of F or G ontains n .
However a path in N ontains n i it terminates there. As by assumption
F and G terminate at di erent nodes, exa tly one of them must terminate
at n . Suppose without loss of generality that it is G that terminates at n ,
that is n3 = n . Then we an express G as G Rf where n1 G n and nRf n ,
and G is a path in N. Now as F does not terminate at n it is a path in N.
By assumption hF i  hGi 2 C (n1 ). That is hF i  hG ihf i 2 C (n1 ). Let X
be a path in N from n0 to n1 . As C is oherent hX i(hF i  hG ihf i) 2 C (n0 ).
So by KR6 hX ihF i  hX ihG ihf i 2 C (n1 ). But as XG is a path in N from
n0 to n we have ontradi ted the assumption underlying ase 1 and thus C
must be ful lled on N .
Case 2. Suppose that for at least one path X su h that n0 Xn there is a
path W in N starting at n0 su h that hW i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ). Fix the hoi e
of some su h X and let m be the endpoint of path W . First we observe that
if W is any other path in N su h that hW i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ) and n0 W m
then m = m . For it follows from KR2 and KR3 that hW i  hW i 2 C (n0 ),
thus as C is ful lled on N, m = m . De ne:
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N =
Rf =
Rg =
C =
Let  be hN ; fRl gl

N
Rf [ fhn; mig
Rg ; for all g 2 L su h that g 6= f
C
; C i.
It is lear that for all g 2 L Rg is partial fun tional. Moreover C is
oherent on N . To show this we need merely show that for all 2 C (m),
hf i 2 C (n), as by hypothesis C is oherent on N. So let 2 C (m). By
the oheren y of C on N, hW i 2 C (n0 ). By assumption hW i  hX ihf i 2
C (n0 ), so by KR7 hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ). Be ause all instan es of hX i ! [X ℄
are provable, this means [X ℄hf i 2 C (n0 ). Now if hf i 62 C (n) then by the
oheren y of C on N, hX i:hf i 2 C (n0 ). That is, :[X ℄hf i 2 C (n0 ) and
we have that C (n0 ) is in onsistent whi h is not possible. Thus hf i 2 C (n)
and C is oherent on N .
So  2 , and in fa t  is an extension of . Moreover it is lear by
onstru tion that N is generated by n0 and the requirement hn; hf ii is
dead in  . Thus it only remains to show that C is attesting and ful lled on
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N . In order to make further progress, the following sublemma is required:
0

Detour Lemma: If D is a path in N su h that nDm, then
hDi  hf i 2 C (n).
0

We will now prove this sublemma by indu tion on the number of links

nRf m in D. Note that the indu tive step must start on the assumption
that there are at least two su h links in D, thus two base ases must be

established.
So rst suppose that D ontains no su h links, that is, D is a path in
N. As XD and W are both paths in N from n0 to m then as C is attesting
on N, hW i  hX ihDi 2 C (n0). By assumption hW i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ),
so by KR2 and KR3 we have that hX ihDi  hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ). So by KR6
hX i(hDi  hf i) 2 C (n0) and thus by the oheren y of C on N hDi  hf i 2
C (n).
Next suppose that D ontains pre isely one link nRf m. Then we an
express D as SRf T where nSn, mT m and both S and T are paths in N .
We need to show that hS ihf ihT i  hf i 2 C (n). Now as W and W T are
both paths in N from n0 to m, then as C is attesting on N hW ihT i  hW i 2
C (n0 ). By the ase 2 assumption hW i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ), so by two uses
of KR9 (together with uses of KR2 and KR3), we have that hX ihf ihT i 
hX ihf i 2 C (n0). But as X and XS are both paths in N leading from n0 to
n, hX ihS i  hX i 2 C (n0 ) as C is attesting on N. So by another use of KR9
we have that hX ihS ihf ihT i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ). It then follows using KR6
and the oheren y of C on N that hS ihf ihT i  hf i 2 C (n) as required.
So suppose the result holds for all paths D from n to m su h that D
ontains less than r o urren es of nRf m, where 2  r. Let D be a path
from n to m ontaining exa tly r o urren es of nRf m. First we express D
as SBT where nSm, mBn and nT m where S and T ea h ontain at least
one o urren e of the link nRf m and B ontains no su h o urren es. Note
that both S and T satisfy the indu tive hypothesis (hereafter IH) and that
B is a path in N.
By IH, hT i  hf i 2 C (n). Hen e using KR6 and the oheren y of C on
N, hX ihT i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ). As W B and X are both paths in N from n0
to n, then as C is attesting on N, hW ihB i  hX i 2 C (n0 ). So using KR9
we have that hW ihB ihT i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0); all this statement . It also
holds by IH that hS i  hf i 2 C (n), hen e using the oheren y of C on N
together with KR6 we have that hX ihS i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ). But the ase 2
assumption is that hW i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ), so using KR2 and KR3 we have
0
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that hX ihS i  hW i 2 C (n0 ). But using this fa t together with  just above
and KR9 yields hX ihS ihB ihT i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ). It then follows using
KR6 and the oheren y of C on N that hS ihB ihT i  hf i 2 C (n) whi h is
what we require. This establishes the indu tive step. Thus the truth of the
Detour Lemma follows by indu tion on r.
With the help of this sublemma it is relatively straightforward (though
tedious) to establish by a redu tio-ad-absurdum argument that C is both
attesting and ful lled on N , and we now turn to these tasks. Both tasks
split naturally into two subtasks.
C is attesting on N . For suppose it is not. Then there are n1 , n2 2 N
and paths Q and Q in N su h that n1 Qn2 and n1 Q n2 and hQi  hQ i 62
C (n1 ). Now as C is attesting on N this is only possible if at least one of Q
and Q ontains an o urren e of nRf m.
First suppose that both Q and Q ontain su h a link. Express Q as
SDT su h that n1 Sn, nDm and mT n2 where both S and T are paths
in N. In analogous fashion express Q as S D T . Now as T and T are
both paths in N, and as C is attesting on N, hT i  hT i 2 C (m). By
the oheren y of C on N , hf i(hT i  hT i) 2 C (n). But by the detour
lemma we have that hDi  hf i 2 C (n), so by KR7 we have that hDi(hT i 
hT i) 2 C (n), and thus by KR6 hDihT i  hDihT i 2 C (n). By another
appli ation of the Detour Lemma we have that hD i  hf i 2 C (n); as
hDi  hf i 2 C (n) then using KR3 we have that hDi  hD i 2 C (n). Thus
using KR9 yields hDihT i  hD ihT i 2 C (n). Now as C is oherent on N,
hS i(hDihT i  hDi hT i ) 2 C (n1), so by KR6 hS ihDihT i  hS ihD ihT i 2
C (n1 ). But as S and S are both paths in N from n0 to n then as C is
attesting on N we have that hS i  hS i 2 C (n), so by KR9 we have that
hS ihDihT i  hS ihD ihT i 2 C (n). That is, hQi  hQ i 2 C (n) and we have
a ontradi tion.
So the only possibility remaining if attestation is to fail is that exa tly
one of Q or Q ontains a link nRf m. Suppose without loss of generality
that only Q ontains su h a link. Express Q as SDT where n1 Sn, nDm and
mT n2 and both S and T are paths in N. As W T is a path in N from n0 to
n2 then as C is attesting on N hW ihT i  hW ihT i 2 C (n0 ). But then as the
ase 2 assumption is that hW i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ) we have, using KR9, that
hW ihT i  hX ihf ihT i 2 C (n0). Now by the Detour Lemma hf i  hDi 2
C (n), thus hX ihf i  hX ihDi 2 C (n0 ) by KR6 and the oheren y of C on
N. So again using KR9 we have that hW ihT i  hX ihDihT i 2 C (n0 ). Now
let P be any path in N from n0 to n1 . Then as X and P S are both paths
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in N from n0 to n than as C is attesting on N, hX i  hP ihS i 2 C (n0 ). So
again by KR9 hW ihT i  hP ihS ihDihT i 2 C (n0 ). Now W T and XQ are
both paths in N from n0 to n2 , so again using the fa t that C is attesting on
N, hW ihT i  hP ihQ i 2 C (n0 ). Hen e hP ihQ i  hP ihS ihDihT i 2 C (n0 ).
Thus by KR6 and the oheren y of of C on N, hQ i  hS ihDihT i 2 C (n1 ),
that is, hQ i  hQi 2 C (n1 ) and we have another ontradi tion. Thus there
is no possible way that attestation an fail and so C must be attesting on
N.
Finally, C is ful lled on N . For suppose it is not. That is, suppose
there are n1 , n2 and n3 2 N su h that hF i  hGi 2 C (n1), F and G exist
in N , n1 F n2 , n1 Gn3 and n2 6= n3 . As C is ful lled on N this an only
happen if at least one of F or G ontains a link nRf m.
First suppose that both F and G ontain su h a link. Express F as
SDT where n1 Sn, nDm, mT n2 and both S and T are paths in N. In
similar fashion express G as S D T . Now as W T and W T are paths in N
leading from n0 to n2 and n3 respe tively, then as n2 6= n3 and C is ful lled
on N we have :(hW ihT i  hW ihT i) 2 C (n0 ); all this statement . By the
Detour Lemma hf i  hDi and hf i  hD i are both in C (n), so by KR6 and
the oheren y of C on N, both hX ihf i  hX ihDi and hX ihf i  hX ihD i 2
C (n0 ). By assumption hW i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0), so hW i  hX ihDi and
hW i  hX ihD i are both in C (n0). But then using KR9 and  twi e we
have :(hX ihDihT i  hX ihD ihT i) 2 C (n0). Now let P be any path in N
from n0 to n1 . As X , P S and P S are all paths in N from n0 to n then as C is
attesting on N, hX i  hP ihS i and hX i  hP ihS i are both in C (n0 ). Again
using KR9 we have that :(hP ihS ihDihT i  hP ihS ihD ihT i) 2 C (n0 )). But
this means that :(hS ihDihT i  hS ihD ihT i) 2 C (n1 ). That is, :(hF i 
hGi) 2 C (n1) and we have a ontradi tion.
So only one of F or G an ontain the link nRf m. Suppose without loss
of generality that it is F that ontains it. As in the previous ase express
F as SDT . Let P be any path in N from n0 to n1 . As W T and P G are
both paths in N leading from n0 to n2 and n3 respe tively, then as n2 6= n3
and C is ful lled on N we have that :(hW ihT i  hP ihGi) 2 C (n0 ); all
this statement . The ase 2 assumption is that hW i  hX ihf i 2 C (n0 ).
Using the Detour Lemma, the oheren y of C on N and KR6 we have that
hX ihf i  hX ihDi 2 C (n0). Hen e hW i  hX ihDi 2 C (n0). Using this
fa t together with KR9 and  we have that :(hX ihDihT i  hP ihGi) 2
C (n0 ). By the attestation of C on N hX i  hP ihS i 2 C (n0 ). Therefore :(hP ihS ihDihT i  hP ihGi) 2 C (n0 ). Therefore :hS ihDihT i  hS i 2
C (n1 ). In short, :(hF i  hGi) 2 C (n1 ) and we have another ontradi tion.
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0

0

Thus C is ful lled on N .
So we have established all we set out to do and the Killing Lemma is
proved.
2
0

0

Establishing this result required some e ort. It's worth remarking that
from the point of view of tableaux theorem proving, the e ort was not
expended in vain: the ( onstru tively avoured) details of the proof are quite
revealing. In parti ular, de iding whether a Case 1 type extension or a Case
2 type extension is alled for is one of the fundamental ontrol de isions
that would have to be built into su h systems. However, axiomatisations
are our present on ern, and from an axiomati perspe tive what the Killing
Lemma leads to is:
Theorem 4.1 (Completeness Theorem) Every onsistent set of senten es
has a model.
Proof:

Suppose we have xed N and de ned  as dis ussed earlier. Enumerate
the requirements so that in the sequel it makes sense to talk of `the least
requirement alive for '. Given a onsistent set of senten es , form  .
Choose an arbitrary n0 2 N . De ne 0 to be hN 0 ; fRl0 gl ; C 0 i, where
N 0 = fn0 g; for all l 2 L Rl0 = fhn0 ; n0 ig i hli  0 2  , and equals ;
otherwise; and C 0 = fhn0 ;  ig. It is easy to see that 0 2  and that C
is attesting and ful lled on N0 .
Suppose k has been de ned. Either some requirement is alive for k , or
all requirements are dead for k . In the rst ase de ne k+1 to be the result
of killing o the least su h live requirement as shown in the Killing Lemma,
otherwise de ne
k+1 to be k . Finally, de neS + to be hN + ; fRl+ gSl ; C + i
S
where N + = k ! N k ; for all l 2 L Rl+ = k ! Rlk ; and C + = k ! C k .
N+ is a partial fun tional multiframe, for if it were not then for some k 2 !
Nk would not be partial fun tional, whi h is impossible. Clearly C + is a
hroni le on N+ . By onstru tion it is perfe t. It is also oherent, attesting
and ful lled | for if it were not we would have lost these properties at some
nite stage, whi h is impossible. Hen e C + satis es the onditions of the
Truth Lemma and thus the model it indu es on N+ veri es every senten e
in  at n0 .
2
1

2L

1

1

2L

2

2

2

Extending this ompleteness result to the other lasses of AV stru tures
used in omputational linguisti s is very easy. For example, to axiomatise
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those AVSs satisfying the onstant- onstant lash, we add as axioms all LKR
instan es of C , and to axiomatise those AVSs satisfying the onstantompound lash we add all LKR instan es of Term. To insist that ea h
parti ular pie e of atomi information is instantiated at a unique node we
add all instan es of hF ip ^hGip ! hF i  hGi: Less trivially, to axiomatise
the lass of a y li AV stru tures we add all instan es of :(0  hF i): Proving
that these various additions suÆ e merely involves making extra he ks in
the proof of the Killing Lemma. These results are additive, so we have the
usual menu of logi al options on erning AV stru tures at our disposal in
LKR .
Finally, it should be lear that the method of sele tive generation proves
that the basi logi , and all the extensions just mentioned, have the nite
model property. It then follows by the usual arguments that these logi s are
all de idable.

5

Con luding remarks

In L, LKR and LN we have a group of modal languages whi h mirror the
most ommon Attribute Value formalisms devised by omputational linguists. Given the parti ularly dire t nature of the orresponden es involved,
it seems reasonable to laim that propositional modal languages are the
working languages of mu h omputational linguisti s.
It seems possible to build on these orresponden es. First, there are other
Attribute Value formalisms in the literature whi h seem amenable to modal
analysis. Se ond, with the link between attribute value formalisms and
modal languages established, it be omes possible to investigate ideas from
modal logi with a view to applying them in omputational linguisti s, and
in fa t there are several modally natural extensions of L, LKR and LN (for
example, adding a universal modality) that seem to be linguisti ally useful.
Third, propositional dynami logi | modal logi 's big brother | be kons,
and indeed those omputational linguists who use fun tional un ertainty
have already heeded the all [15℄. However an adequate dis ussion of these
topi s is not possible here, and so I'll lose the paper on a more general note.
This investigation has shown that modal languages an arise quite naturally when one tries to formulate simple onstraint languages for talking
about information systems. It is easy to see why. Many types of information
systems are fairly simple graphi al stru tures, and modal languages are the
simplest languages for talking about graphs. Given that this is so, it seems
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natural to investigate whether existing onstraint languages from other domains an be usefully examined from the modal perspe tive. Intriguingly, at
least two ommon knowledge representation formalisms | the frames of Arti ial Intelligen e, and the isa hierar hies of ognitive psy hology | seem
open to a modal treatment. Only further work an establish whether this
is a good way of looking at these formalisms, but the idea seems a natural
one and may be worth pursuing.
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